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Inspiration of marine sponges to
design a structure for managing
the coastal hydrodynamics and
protection: numerical study

Masoumeh Hashempour and Morteza Kolahdoozan*

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Amirkabir University of Technology, Tehran, Iran
Climate changes and sediment discharge within the oceans trigger many

problems, such as coastline erosion and coral reef extinction hazards.

Therefore, it is crucial to control wave hydrodynamics in the desired manner

to protect marine environments. To prevent the promotion of sedimentation,

nature has its response. The tubular sponge is a marvelous animal. It has a

perforated body and sucks nutrition and water from these perforations; then, it

pumps the undigested materials out from the top outlet. In the current study, an

apparatus inspired by natural tubular sponges (synthetic sponges) was designed.

The computational fluid dynamics derived from the Reynolds-averaged Navier-

Stokes equations and image processing technique (surfaceLIC) was deployed to

study how the synthetic sponge affects the wave hydrodynamics. The results

revealed that the suction of the body and outflow shielding phenomenon of one

sponge reduces the wave transmission by up to ≈7%. In addition, the swing

motion of the jet by wave train and effluent cloud generation causes the shear on

the sponge. Therefore, the momentum exchange enhances through the water

column (≈46% increase of turbulent kinetic energy). It is similar to the swing

behavior of flexible vegetation. Furthermore, the surfaceLIC result revealed that

the effluent cloud shape changes to a pear shape, symmetric, stretched

(transition), and asymmetric by increasing the pumping discharge to 600 L/h.

Observing the chute–jet phenomenon by surfaceLIC also proved the diffraction

and creation of a low-velocity zone in the shadow region, which is proof of a

breaking wave due to the sponge’s suction/pumping and perforated body.

Consequently, it can be concluded that a synthetic sponge can act as both

rigid and flexible vegetation. The synthetic sponge is anticipated to mitigate

sedimentation by creating unique vortices, circulating flow, and its body shape.

KEYWORDS

sponge, OpenFOAM, regular wave, hydrodynamics, RANS modeling, coral reefs,
coastal erosion
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1 Introduction

Coral reefs cover a 250,000-km2 area of oceans (Woodroffe and

Webster, 2014). Theymainly exist in shallowwaters and near the coasts

(Liu et al., 2021). About 850 million people live near to 100 km of coral

reefs’ residence. This leads to an evitable human interaction and an

alive ecosystem (Burke et al., 2011). People need coral reefs for fishing,

hunting pearls, and excavating oil or petroleum components (Edinger

et al., 2007). Based on the study by Burke et al. (2011), by the 2030s,

more than 90% of the world’s reefs will be threatened by local human

activities, i.e., coastal development (coastal engineering, landfilling,

runoff from coastal construction, sewage discharge, and impacts from

unsustainable tourism, etc.). Human activities enter and accumulate

high amounts of pollutants and sediments through marine

environments. When the sediment volume entering the ocean is

high, the wave energy is insufficient to remove it. In addition, if long

waves exist, coastal erosion will be promoted.

In Iran, Bushehr is an important commercial city near the

Persian Gulf in the southwest of the country. The Assaluyeh and

Kangaan areas in Bushehr Province have large amounts of oil and

gas under exploitation (Supplementary Figure S1). The Assaluyeh–

Kangaan coastline accommodates coral colonies damaged by civil

operations (Dibajnia et al., 2012). In addition, the sedimentation/

erosion phenomena provide many challenges in this zone. At Siraf

located in Bushehr Province, coastline erosion is “at risk”. Global

change and consequently the sea level rise and human activities

influence the coastline erosion of Siraf Port (Khakzad et al., 2015;

Pourkerman et al., 2018). In Bushehr Port, sedimentation through

the access channels provides many problems for navigation. In this

regard, a deposition rate of 300,000–900,000 m3/year was reported

(Samsami et al., 2022). Thus, Bushehr needs more attention to

prevent critical sedimentation/erosion and also to save the coral

reefs against harmful damage. Accordingly, it is necessary to find a

way to enhance the momentum transfer when an increase in

pollutant/sediment accumulation occurs. To prevent coastal

erosion, a similar device should be recommended.

Researchers developed numerical models to understand the flow

hydrodynamics around various corals. It is believed that Pocillopora is

more robust and denser thanMontipora capitata coral.M. capitata also

increases the velocity fluctuations and enhances the momentum

transport through the water column (Hossain and Staples, 2020).

The momentum exchange also varies with the surface/volume ratio

and surface roughness. Increasing the surface/volume ratio positively

affects the momentum exchange (Chindapol et al., 2013). The

researchers also confirmed that the corals (e.g., Lophelia pertusa)

change the von-Karman vortex street shape and consequently affect

the flow characteristics. The corals’ physical shape and robustness

directly influence the shedding pattern of von-Karman vortex street

(Bartzke et al., 2021). Thus, the flow pattern downstream the corals is

similar to the flow dynamics downstream a rigid cylinder (Chen et al.,

2012; Kumar and Singh, 2020; Muddada et al., 2021; Sukarnoor et al.,

2022). Nevertheless, they reduce the water velocity and consequently

decrease the particle carrying capacity (Bartzke et al., 2021). Therefore,

pollutant accumulation and sedimentation downstream the corals

are inevitable.
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Marine tubular sponges are marvelous. They are the oldest coral

reef elements (Hill and Hill, 2009). They have a perforated body

(ostia) that sucks the flow and nutrition and pumps the undigested

food and pollutants into the water column via the upper mouth

(osculum) (Kensleyt and Heard, 1991; Pawlik, 2011). The suction/

pumping mechanism circulates the flow and cleans their residence

(Pineda et al., 2017). This function is the key to the enigma of how

sponges are preserved against harsh conditions.

Limited studies have focused on understanding the flow

hydrodynamics around sponges. Falcucci et al. (2021) proved that

the surface ridges of glass sponges suppress turbulence and significantly

reduce drag. In this regard, the glass sponge preserves against flow

conditions and enhances the vortical edifices. A study also showed that

it is possible to simulate the pumping flow by considering the positive

displacement for the collars of choanocytes. These units provide

enough pressure to generate the pumping flow (Asadzadeh et al.,

2019). However, a powerful modeling software may make modeling

suction/pumping more effortless.

Simulating the flow around tubular sponges was not pursued in

the current study. A simple perforated cylinder with a suction/

pumping mechanism was designed to find a practical option to

manage wave hydrodynamics, sedimentation/pollutant

accumulation, and coastal erosions. The physical shape and the

suction/pumping mechanism of the proposed design were inspired

by natural tubular sponges. This idea is anticipated to be practical

for enhancing momentum transfer in marine environments. In

addition, due to its specific function and physical characteristics, it

can be useful for reducing wave energy.

The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) numerical

modeling was intended to help understand how changing the

suction/pumping phenomenon influences wave hydrodynamics.

Moreover, surfaceLIC, as an image processing technique, was

utilized to discover the vortical patterns around the synthetic

sponge. The details of the synthetic sponge and numerical

scenarios will be discussed.
2 Species morphology and
synthetic sponge

Aplysina fistularis is a hollow and perforated tubular sponge. The

outer cluster diameter reaches 84 cm (Rickborn, 2010). Its body pores

are in the micron range and often cannot be detected by the eyes

(Machałowski et al., 2022). As explained, the flow is absorbed by the

body pores (ostia) and pumped from the upper mouth (osculum)

(Reiswig, 1975; Goldstein et al., 2019). The suction or pumping

discharge depends on various parameters. Previous research proved

that the suction/pumping discharge of the sponges is related to the

time, water turbidity, volume of the sponge, water temperature, etc.

(Strehlow et al., 2016; Morganti et al., 2019). The current study has

focused on inspiring the physical shape and suction/pumping function

of tubular sponges. The synthetic sponge has larger body pores which

are regularly dispersed on the cylinder face. It also has a constant and

stronger suction/pumping discharge in comparison with natural

tubular sponges (Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1

The inspired tubular sponge.
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3 Computational methods and details

3.1 Governing equations and
numerical solutions

To model the effects of the synthetic sponge on regular wave

hydrodynamics, OpenFOAM® V.1812 was utilized. This

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) package uses the finite

volume method to model the problems (Meng and Zhang, 2016).

In addition, the interFoam solver, which uses RANS equations and

the volume offluid (VOF) approach, was considered. Navier–Stokes

solvers are reliable for wave–structure interactions (Elhanafi, 2016).

The main equations (i.e., continuity and momentum equations) are

as follows (Li et al., 2019):

∂uj
∂xj

= 0 (1)

∂ui
∂t

+
∂

∂xj
(rujui)=−

∂p0

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj
(tij+ttij)+rgi+fsi (2)

where u is the fluid velocity, gi is gravitational acceleration, and

p 0 is pressure. tij and ttij are the viscous and turbulent stresses,

respectively. fs i and r represent the surface tension and mixture

density. The VOF will also be calculated from the following

advection equation:

∂a
∂t

+
∂(auj)
∂xj

=0 (3)

In Equation 3, a acts as an index to show the water–air

interface. Accordingly:

a(x:y:z:t) ≡

a=0 if (x:y:z) ∈ phase is air

0<a<1 if (x:y:z) ∈  G   (else)

a=1 if (x:y:z) ∈ phase is water

8>><
>>:

(4)

x, y, and z are the directions, and t represents time. For coupling

pressure–velocity, the PIMPLE algorithm was used. The two-

equation of K-omega shear stress transport was used to conquer

the closure of Navier–Stokes. The details of this method can be

found in the OpenFOAM manual (OpenFOAM Manual, 2022).
3.2 Model validation

3.2.1 Details of the experimental setup
To validate the numerical model, an experimental program was

performed. In this regard, a synthetic sponge was designed with two

perforated concentric cylinders (h = 20 cm) connected by elastic

pipes. The cylinders were made with a galvanized plate to ensure a

smooth surface. This can help to eliminate the effects of the wall

roughness of the synthetic sponge on wave hydrodynamics. In

addition, a conical flow transition was prepared to disperse the

outflow jet through the water column. A submersible pump (with

300 L/h discharge) was used to simulate the suction/pumping

mechanism. A fluorescent color test was also carried out to
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ensure the correct suction/pumping action. The body and pore

diameters (D and P) of 10 and 0.8 cm, respectively, were considered.

In total, 24 pores at 0.8 cm in diameter were regularly dispersed on

the cylinder surface. It is also important to note that a power source

was provided as the synthetic sponge’s electricity source. This is an

ideal design of a synthetic sponge to facilitate the procedure of

setting up a device in the laboratory. Nevertheless, the synthetic

sponge’s height and body diameter were inspired by a natural

sponge. Figure 2 illustrates the details of the synthetic sponge.

It is essential to point out that since the synthetic sponge is

inspired by tubular sponge functions and is not a physical model of

a natural phenomenon, dynamic similarity was not carried out in

this research study.

To generate a regular wave, a rectangular Plexiglas flume with a

dimension of 12 × 0.3 × 0.4 m (length × width × height) was used.

The wave height (H) and period (T) in the laboratory were scaled

based on the significant wave in Bushehr Port in Iran. Bushehr’s

significant wave height and period are within 0.3–2.96 m and 1.82–

7.96 s, respectively. Thus, scaling wave height and period were based

on Froude’s scaling low (White, 2009):

Hm=aHp (5)

Tm=Tp

ffiffiffiffi
a

p
(6)

where Hm and Hp are the model and prototype wave height,

respectively. Tm and Tp represent the model and prototype wave

period, respectively. Moreover, a also denotes the scale factor.

According to Berends (2021), the typical scale factor ranges from

1:30 to 1:100, which depends on the experimental flume, wave

characteristics, and available resources. In the current study, by

considering 1:30 as the scale factor, the wave height and period were

achieved at 0.09 m and 1.3 s, respectively. It was regular, non-

breaking, and generated by a flap-type wave maker.

The water depth was also 0.3 m. Three ultrasonic sensors

(UC500) with 1-mm precision were placed at the top of the flume

in three stations. These three sensors measured the water elevations.

The first one was placed upstream of the sponge location with a

wavelength distance (Figure 3). The second was placed at the

sponge location, and the third was located downstream of the

model at one wavelength distance. Based on previous research,

considering one wavelength distance is necessary (Mansard and

Funke, 1980). The velocity was measured by using an acoustic

Doppler velocimeter (ADV), made by NORTEK (Vectrino Plus), in

the three stations. The sampling rate was also 25 Hz (Bian et al.,

2018). The recording time for each point was 60.0 s to ensure that

the turbulence statistics became steady (Neumeier, 2007). The

convergence was evaluated by the RMS of the mean longitudinal

velocity. One example can be found in Supplementary Figure S2. To

ensure high accuracy, ADV data were filtered based on a signal-to-

noise ratio greater than 17 dB, and the mean correlation was greater

than 70. Data sampling was carried out at five different depths in

each station. The elevations were 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 cm from the

bed. It is worth pointing out that since the measurement is

repeatable, the water elevation and velocity recording were done

at different times to prevent equipment interference.
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3.2.2 Details of numerical modeling
and validation

In this study, the channel has a 6 × 0.3 × 0.4-m (length × width

× height) dimension (a 3D model was considered). The mesh

dimensions were 15 × 6 × 1 mm in the x, y, and z directions, and

these were chosen based on sensitivity analysis to ensure the

independence of the results from the mesh sizes. The sponge was

located 3.15 m from the inlet. Figure 4 displays the details of the

modeling geometry.

The sponge was designed by CATIA V5R21 software, and its

meshes were generated by SnappyHexMesh. The sponge mesh was

a hybrid of structure and unstructured forms. The outflow, as well

as around the pores, had non-uniform, three-step refinements.

The body face had a uniform two-step refinement. The Courant

number and total run time were 0.6 and 20 s, respectively. The
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
velocity boundary conditions are also shown in Table 1. The

modeled sponge was rigid to reduce the computational cost, and

the suction/pumping function was applied as boundary conditions

(Table 1). The comparison of measured and computed water

elevation is presented in Figure 5.

The water elevation data were obtained from one

wavelength distance from the sponge and in the sponge

location. Figure 5 shows that the numerical model has an

acceptable accuracy by a regression factor of over 0.82 and MSE

 = 0.000173. A comparison of the magnitude of mean velocity in

numerical modeling and experimental measurements was

also attempted.

The ADV data was transformed from fluctuation velocity to

time-averaged data in this regard. Three ADV stations were

considered (Figure 3). In each station, five points through the
D

A

B

E

C

FIGURE 2

Various parts of the synthetic sponge device: (A) perforated cylinders, (B) conical flow transition, (C) bottom cover, (D) submersible pump, and (E)
fluorescent color test.
FIGURE 3

Schematic view of the experimental flume, ultrasonic sensors and acoustic Doppler velocimeter locations, wave maker, and sponge location.
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water column were chosen as was done in the experimental

program. A comparison of measured and computed velocities is

presented in Figure 6. The validation results are over R2 = 0.8202

and MSE= 0.94.
4 Model setup

Several scenarios were introduced to evaluate the effects of

synthetic sponges’ suction/pumping discharge on regular wave

hydrodynamics. In all scenarios, the physical shape of the sponge

was constant. The sponge height (h), body (D), and pore diameter

(P) measurements were equal to 20, 10, and 0.8 cm, respectively.

In addition, 24 pores were dispersed regularly around the cylinder

perimeter (the cumulative area of pores/lateral area of the cylinder

was 0.0192). The wave also has the same conditions as the

validation section. It should be pointed out that the scenarios

were chosen based on the authors’ experience in how changing the

suction/pumping discharge can affect the flow hydrodynamics.

Moreover, the proposed ranges can be possible for setting up the

device in the laboratory. Table 2 displays the details of

the scenarios.
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5 Results and discussion

5.1 Transmission coefficient

Vegetations act as a barrier and dissipate wave energy, thus

reducing the wave height (Dalrymple Robert et al., 1984; Van

Veelen et al., 2020). The wave transmission coefficient (Kt) is

introduced as the height of the transmitted wave (Ht) to the

incident wave (H0) (Dalrymple Robert et al., 1984):

Kt=
Ht

H0
(7)

In the current study, two stations were considered for

computing the wave transmission coefficient. Station no. 1 was at

X/D = 1, and station no. 2 was at X/D = 19.6 (Figure 7). From

herein, X, Y, and Z represent the coordinates along the x, y, and z

directions, respectively. The Kt values for station numbers 1 and 2

for scenario M-1 were 0.92906 and 0.82946, respectively.

Transmission, reflection, and dissipation occur when a wave

faces an obstacle. Forming the perforation area distribution around

the cylinder can increase wave dissipation and reduce wave

reflection (Chandrasekaran and Madhavi, 2016). However, in the

current study, it was observed that the suction/pumping mechanism

also influences the Kt value (Figure 7).

The suction mainly causes the increase in wave dissipation and

influences the wave height near the sponge location (herein station

no.1), but pumping flow has a shielding effect on both stations. In

this phenomenon, the front jet causes a reduction in the bending of

the shielded jets in the channel (Xu et al., 2020). When a jet presents

in front of a wave train, the shielding effect causes the reduction of

wave velocity and height in the downstream. Therefore, the

shielding phenomenon causes the reduction of the wave

transmission coefficient. Figures 7A, B show a negative trend by

increasing the suction/pumping discharge from 300 to 600 L/h.

When the pumping discharge is low, the velocity differences

between the wave and the jet are not prominent. Thus, the jet

bends in the lower water elevation, and the wave crosses over it.

However, increasing the pumping discharge causes the jet to bend
TABLE 1 Velocity boundary conditions.

Boundary Boundary conditions

Bed of the channel No-slip

Sponge wall No-slip

Channel inlet waveVelocity

Channel outlet waveVelocity

Channel walls Free-slip

Sponge’s pores flowRateInletVelocity

Sponge’s outflow flowRateOutletVelocity
A B

C

FIGURE 4

Geometry and mesh configuration of the simulation environment for numerical modeling (A). (B) Top view and (C) side view.
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at higher water elevations. This produces an extra wave-face area,

which causes wave transmission reduction. At the moment, the

increase in suction discharge causes more wave dissipation, so it can

be observed that Kt is proportional to a negative steep slope trend by

increasing the suction/pumping discharge. The maximum Kt

reduction in the first station was for M-5 (with ≈7% more

reduction than the M-1 scenario). In station no. 2, the Kt

difference between M-5 and M-1 drops to 0.31%, so the impacts

of suction/pumping downstream become slight, the same as the

vegetation patch effects (Koftis et al., 2013).
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The results of a statistical analysis showed that a third-order

polynomial could be fitted on Kt at X/D = 1 for perforated cylinders

with various suction/pumping discharges (Figure 7A). In station no.

1, an inflection point appears between scenarios M-2 and M-3. This

point is proof of the behavior change. It is worth pointing out that

the third-order polynomial fitting function and inflection point

situation were evaluated by additional numerical scenarios.

Nevertheless, herein only five selected scenarios were presented.

In the M-2 scenario, the pumping phenomenon is not strong

enough to cause shielding. In this regard, suction is the
A

B

C

FIGURE 5

Comparison of measured and computed water elevation in (A) upstream station (a–a axis), (B) sponge station (b–b axis), and (C) downstream station
(c–c axis).
A B C

FIGURE 6

Comparison of measured and computed velocities in (A) upstream station (a–a axis), (B) sponge station (b–b axis), and (C) downstream station (c–c axis).
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predominant phenomenon and causes wave dissipation. However,

increasing the suction/pumping discharge to over 200 L/h causes

the predomination of the outflow jet role. In this condition, for

suction/pumping discharge = 300 L/h, the jet was dispersed by wave

train and changed the flow hydrodynamics as proven by Nardin

et al. (2013). A negative slope was achieved for suction/pumping

discharge >300 L/h. This shows that the shielding effect emerges for

scenarios M-4 and M-5.

In station no. 2 (Figure 7B), an apex point (AP) was found at

suction/pumping discharge = 150 L/h. In this station, the suction

has no significant influence on wave hydrodynamics. Thus, this

apex is due to the effect of a weak outflow jet that enters the water

column and enhances the wave transmission compared with the

M-1 scenario. After this point, a negative slope (proof of shielding)

appears like before.

The rigid vegetation is a coastal protection system (Van Veelen

et al., 2020). The synthetic sponge also can have the same ability.

The suction-and-pumping mechanism reduces wave transmission.

Dissipation/reflection of the body, flow suction, and the shielding

phenomenon of the outflow jet are important mechanisms

to reduce the wave transmission coefficient. However, more

numerical and experimental studies are needed so as to reach a

level of certainty to employ it as a coastal protection system.

Previous studies confirmed that rigid vegetation has a superior

wave attenuation ability compared with flexible vegetation (Van

Veelen et al., 2020). The rigid vegetation patch has a higher drag

coefficient; thus, the damping of waves in their zone increases (Van
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
Veelen et al., 2020). The rigid vegetation with the dense patch

blocks the water, decreases the momentum transfer, and promotes

sedimentation (Västilä and Järvelä, 2018). Nevertheless, the

synthetic sponge has the potential to dampen wave height and

can enhance sediment transport by changing the position of

sediment particles from the near-bed to the higher water elevations.
5.2 The magnitude of the time-averaged
longitudinal velocity and turbulent
kinetic energy

Coral reefs have a complex structure and highly rough surface,

which cause pollutants or sediment to accumulate (Chen et al.,

2012). The presence of coral colonies dissipates the wave energy and

reduces the momentum (food) transfer through them (Pujol et al.,

2012). The natural sponges with a suction/pumping mechanism

provide flow circulation. Thus, it is anticipated that the synthetic

sponge facilitates the flow movements among coral colonies.

However, whether they increase the mean flow velocity or chaos

is unclear. In this regard, the mean magnitude of the velocity (‖U ‖)
and the turbulent kinetic energy, also known as TKE (K), are

evaluated. Figure 8 illustrates the details.

The wave-induced currents cause the ascending trend of ‖U ‖
toward the wave crest for all scenarios. However, few deviations

were detected (Figure 8A). At Z/h ≤ 0.8, the effects of suction are

predominant. In this regard, increasing the suction discharge to 600

L/h reduces the mean velocity through the water column (zoom of

Figures 8A, 9A), so it is evident that the presence of a synthetic

sponge with no suction/pumping discharge causes a ≈5%–13%

increase in ‖U ‖ compared with the M-2 scenario (M-2 has the

highest mean velocity compared with the other sponge scenarios).

Conversely, the vertical velocity component (W) enhances

through the water column and where a sponge with constant

suction/pumping discharge exists (Figure 9B). Downstream the

synthetic sponge with no suction/pumping discharge (M-1

scenario), the downward flow occurs by the rear flow bending.

However, when the sponge pumps the flow to the water column, the
A B

FIGURE 7

Wave transmission coefficient for different scenarios (IP stands for inflection point and AP also stands for apex point): (A) Station no. 1 and (B) station
no. 2.
TABLE 2 Details of the scenarios.

Scenario Suction/pumping discharge (L/h)

M-1 0

M-2 150

M-3 300

M-4 400

M-5 600
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rear flow enters the jet and effluent cloud, so the downward flow

becomes weak, and the probability of particle suspension increases

(when the water contains suspended materials).

Near the free surface, the jet and wave interact. As a result, the

jet will be dispersed laterally and widened along the Y-axis (Nardin

et al., 2013). Thus, the horizontal component of velocity in sponge

scenarios improves. In this regard, the differences between ‖U ‖ of

various scenarios are not remarkable, and the M-5 scenario

provides the highest mean velocity (‖U ‖ = 0.22 m/s). The results

also do not provide valuable information about the re-circulations

as Van Veelen et al. (2020) had reported (Van Veelen et al., 2020).

Since the data are achieved by RANS modeling and have
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
time-averaged essence, it is necessary to pursue image

processing techniques.

Another critical parameter is the turbulent kinetic energy (K).

This parameter shows how the coral zone can be prone to

sedimentation/pollutant accumulation (Yang et al., 2022).

Previous studies claimed that turbulent kinetic energy is

generated and dissipated by interacting waves and vegetation

(Wang et al., 2020). The shear layer develops, and K increases at

the top of the canopy (Chen et al., 2013). Nevertheless, at the

upstream and downstream of the patch, it reduces. Figure 8B shows

the K for each scenario at X/D = 1. At 0.2 ≤ Z/h ≤ 0.7, there are

≈7%–16% differences for K betweenM-1 andM-2 toM-5 scenarios.
A B

FIGURE 9

Mean velocity for M-1, M-2, and M-5 (A) U and (B) W at 0.2 ≤ Z/h ≤ 1 and X/D = 1.
A B

FIGURE 8

Comparison of mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy for different scenarios: (A) ‖U ‖ and (B) K at X/D = 1.
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At higher water elevations, the outflow jet is advocated and diffused

downstream, the shear layer develops, and K enhances by

increasing the pumping discharge. The M-4 and M-5 scenarios

show a ≈46% increase of K compared with the M-1 at the free

surface. Pujol et al., (2012) declared that the TKE profile in the

vegetation zone has three parts (Pujol et al., 2012). The first one is

above the canopy and has the greatest value compared with the

other parts. The second one is inside the canopy but still is near the

canopy edge. This part is called the transition zone. The TKE of the

transition zone is higher than the no-vegetation condition. The

third part is also inside the canopy and near the bed. The TKE in

this zone is lower than the no-vegetation condition (called the

dampening effect).

Three zones can also be observed in the current study. The first

zone is at Z/h > 1. In this region, the pumping amplifies the TKE

value due to the generation of a counter-rotating vortex pair

(CRVP) and effluent cloud production. The Kelvin–Helmholtz

instability also turns into one part of the CRVP. This type of

vorticity can be detected by experimental and large eddy simulation

and cannot be observed by RANS numerical models (Taherian and

Mohammadian, 2021).

The transition zone appears in the second zone at 0.8 ≤ Z/h ≤ 1.

As can be observed in Figure 8B, the suction/pumping mechanism

starts to change the TKE value. In the third zone (Z/h< 0.8), the

increase in suction reduces the TKE.

Overall, it can be determined that the synthetic sponge

resembles flexible vegetation. In both of them, the upper zone has

the highest TKE. However, the flexibility and swiping left and right

of vegetations by orbital velocity increase the TKE. Nevertheless, the
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
orbital velocity changes the outflow jet direction of the synthetic

sponge in one period. In this condition, CRVP is the main reason

for the TKE increase at Z/h > 1. It is also expected that varying the

sponge height shifts or eliminates the zones as the penetration of the

outflow jet in the water column changes. The origin of this prospect

is the effects of various height/diameter ratios of rigid-finite height

cylinders on the hydrodynamics of the downstream wakes (Palau-

Salvador et al., 2009).
5.3 SurfaceLIC at Y/D = 0 and -8 ≤ X/D ≤ 8

Surface line integral convolution (SurfaceLIC) is an image

processing technique. It visualizes vector fields by the

combination of noises and streaking production. However,

additional image optimization is necessary to achieve the high

accuracy of re-circulation zones (Cabral and Leedom, 1993). The

current study used both LIC and color to enhance the contrast.

Anti-aliasing was performed to prevent pixelation. A uniform noise

texture was applied on flow sections to better visualize the streaks of

velocity vectors. The noise texture and grain size were 128 and 2,

respectively. Based on the numerical time record, a wave period was

captured in a time step of 1/10T, and flow hydrodynamics was

visualized in special times of one wave period. Figure 10 shows the

surfaceLIC of the velocity magnitude at Y/D = 0 and -8 ≤ X/D ≤ 8 in

two times of 3T/10 and 4T/10.

Downstream of the perforated cylinder with no suction/

pumping discharge (M-1 scenarios), on 3T/10, a stagnation line

appears at X/D = 0.75 (Figure 10A). By wave progressing (at 4T/10),
D
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FIGURE 10

SurfaceLIC of velocity magnitude at Y/D = 0 and -8 ≤ X/D ≤ 8 for (A, B) M-1, (C, D) M-2, (E, F) M-3, (G, H) M-4, and (I, J) M-5.
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the stagnation line vanishes downstream the perforated cylinder in

the M-1 scenario (Figure 10B), and a dipole re-circulation zone

(with core coordinates of X/D ≈ 0.6, Z/h ≈ 0.8) appears. This

phenomenon was also observed when a rigid, finite-height cylinder

faced the current flow (Palau-Salvador et al., 2009). Nevertheless, in

the present condition, the re-circulation zone shrinks close to

the cylinder.

By exposing a synthetic sponge with constant suction/pumping

discharge to the wave, the outflow jet advected to the wave crest and

caused an increase in the wave velocity. Based on Sharp (1986), the

outflow jet does not disperse through the water column unless the

shallow water condition is present (Sharp 1986).

In 4T/10, a particular circulation occurs on top of the sponges.

They emerge through wave–jet interactions (effluent clouds) (Xu

et al., 2016). This phenomenon is essential for sedimentation/

suspension since it confirms the vertical momentum (Figure 9B).

The core of effluent clouds was at X/D ≈ 0.8, Z/h ≈ 1 in the M-2

scenario (Figure 10D). Increasing the suction/pumping discharge to
Frontiers in Marine Science 11
600 L/h (M-5 scenario) shifted the core of re-circulation to X/D ≈ 2,

Z/h ≈ 1.3.

The CRVP is part of the effluent cloud through the channel. It is

worth pointing out that it has no constant shape. The pumping flow

affects the CRVP shape in cross-sections. Figure 11 illustrates the

CRVP at the cross-section of the channel.

It is clear that the effluent clouds caused the formation of an

inverted pear shape in scenario M-2, where the outflow discharge is

150 L/h (Figure 11A). However, increasing the outflow discharge to

300 L/h makes the CRVP shape round and nearly symmetric, like

the CRVP of a jet in the case of current (Figure 11B). In scenario M-

4, the CRVP gets stretched and unstable. However, it is nearly

symmetric (Figure 11C). In scenario M-5, the right circle of the

CRVP is an open spiral larger than the left one (asymmetric CRVP).

This is due to the high turbulent flow downstream the cylinder and

the bifurcation of outflow through the effluent clouds.

In comparison to what Xu et al. (2016) pointed out, it can be

observed that the jet discharge can influence the CRVP shape and
D
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FIGURE 11

SurfaceLIC of counter-rotating vortex pair for sponge with various pumping discharges of (A) 150, (B) 300, (C) 400, (D) 600, (E) 900, and (F) 1,200 (L/h).
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the interaction of wave and jet. The CRVP under effluent cloud

effects can be categorized in a pear shape, symmetric, stretched

(transition), and asymmetric. It is anticipated that, for pumping

over 600 L/h, the effluent cloud hardly become detected by RANS

modeling. Figures 11E, F prove the effects of the pumping discharge

of 900 and 1,200 L/h on CRVP.
5.4 SurfaceLIC at X/D = 0 and -1.5 ≤
Y/D ≤ 1.5

The surfaceLIC was also used for investigating the wave

hydrodynamics at the cross-sectional plane (X/D = 0 and -1.5 ≤

Y/D ≤ 1.5). For each scenario, four pictures from one wave period

were selected (i.e., T/10, 5T/10, 6T/10, and T). As can be observed

with wave traveling, the vorticity patterns change.

Among the main complex issues are the re-circulation and flow

hydrodynamics on the free end of the cylinder (Javadi et al., 2018).

In scenario M-1, the top re-circulation bubbles generate adjacent to

the central axis when the crest or trough of the wave reaches the

structure location (Supplementary Figures S3B, D) (Cravero et al.,

2021). This is due to the attachments of the separated shear layers at

the top of the cylinder (Sumner, 2013). On 5T/10, the tip vortices

appear precisely attached to the cylinder edges (Supplementary

Figure S3B) and develop on 6T/10 (Supplementary Figure S3C).

The tip vortices appear due to the entry of the rear flow from the

cylinder to the free end and its separation at the cylinder edges

(Palau-Salvador et al., 2009). It is clear that, whenever the crest or

trough reaches the cylinder station, the tip vortex vanishes due to

the orbital velocity of the wave. However, the re-circulation bubble

on the free end can emerge in almost all time steps. In addition,

small and unstable vortices appear attached to the cylinder body

(Supplementary Figure S3B).

When a synthetic sponge with constant suction/pumping

discharge was considered (scenarios M-2 to M-5), the top bubble

of the sponge vanished by the outflow pumping. Due to the outflow

jet, the tip vortices become larger instead. Moreover, the small

vortices attached to the sponge’s perforated body become larger

than in the M-1 scenario due to the suction of flow from body

perforation and energy cascade. The energy transfers from large to

small vortices and vice versa. In this regard, different scales of

vortices emerge when the wave passes from the sponge location.

In scenarios M-4 and M-5, when the suction/pumping

discharge is over 400 L/h, the significant tip vortex appears on

5T/10 (Supplementary Figures S3N, R). Furthermore, on 6T/10, the

large vortices fill the water column. In scenario M-5, the “six-

vortices type” was detected, which was discovered by Zhang et al.

(2017). The six-vortices type is a transition state between dipole and

quadrupole. It comprises two tip vortices, two base vortices-

farwake, and two counter-rotating vortex pairs. Similar to the

results of Zhang et al. (2017), the size of the counter-rotating

vortices is more diminutive than the base vortices-farwake

(Zhang et al., 2017). However, the asymmetric shape of the

vortices can be observed due to the wave transition condition

compared with the current environment. The horseshoe

(necklace) vortex, which emerged near the sponge junction and
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bed, has coordinates of Y/D ≈ -1.4, Z/h ≈ 0.2 and Y/D ≈ 0.8, Z/h ≈

0.2. The combination of tip vortex and horseshoe vortex

causes a large trailing vortex downstream and generates a

turbulent environment.

Generally, the suction/pumping mechanism transforms the

dipole, six-vortices type, and quadrupole to each other, and it

does not only depend on the shape of the structure and its mean

drag coefficient. It also can be concluded that the synthetic sponges

produce vortical structures through the width of the channel and

cause lateral momentum transfer. In this regard, at the sponges’ top

and laterals, the TKE enhances.
5.5 SurfaceLIC at Z/h = 0.2 and -8 ≤
X/D ≤ 8

The surfaceLIC was deployed for detecting the wave

hydrodynamics at Z/h = 0.2 and -8 ≤ X/D ≤ 8 on four selected

intervals (i.e., 3T/10, 5T/10, 7T/10, and 8T/10). Figures 12A–J,

13A–J show the wave hydrodynamics in selected time intervals.

These intervals were selected because of their unique flow

hydrodynamics appearance. Near the bed, the shedding is

significant, and the vortex bubbles are large. In upper elevations

from the bed, the free surface’s suppressing effect prevents vortices’

penetration through the water column (Palau-Salvador et al., 2009).

In this regard, Z/h = 0.2 was selected for the surfaceLIC analysis.

Upstream of the cylinder in scenario M-1, when the zero-

crossing point of the wave reaches the structure location, the

diffraction effect starts, and two re-circulation bubbles emerge

downstream of the cylinder (Figure 12A). The straight wavefront

forms and bending of wave streamline downstream at the shadow

zone were not detected (Figure 12B). The re-circulation bubble

vanished via a suctioning mechanism when the synthetic sponge

with constant suction/pumping discharge was deployed.

Furthermore, slight diffraction and flow bending downstream of

the cylinder occur (Figures 12C, E, G, I). Increasing the suction/

pumping discharge to over 400 L/h (i.e., scenarios M-4 and M-5)

causes increased bending of the wavefront further downstream of

the sponge. In this regard, the semi-circular wavefront was detected

on 5T/10 (Figures 12H, J). By changing the velocity via the pumping

flow, a “chute–jet” emerges downstream. This was also reported

when a breaking wave–cylinder interaction existed (Kamath et al.,

2016). Supplementary Figure S4 advocates detecting the chute–jet

phenomenon at Z/h = 0.2 and on 9T/10. The results confirmed that,

in scenario M-1, the semi-circular front wave and diffraction occur

downstream. However, chute–jet was not detected (Supplementary

Figure S4A). Downstream of the synthetic sponges, the chute–jet is

detected. For sponges with suction/pumping discharge less than 600

L/h, widening of the chute–jet occurs (Supplementary Figures S4B–

D), but for scenario M-5, the chute–jet is narrow (Supplementary

Figure S4E). The emergence of various chute–jets downstream of

the synthetic sponges can be due to the location of the wave

breakpoint. Chute–jets are only found where the breaking wave is

incident to a cylinder. Therefore, the suction and pumping

mechanism can break the wave by changing the velocity and

affecting the breaking point location. Accordingly, where the
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breaking point is before the cylinder, the cute–jet becomes wide

(Supplementary Figures S4B–D). The energy reduction was about

18%–21% downstream. The chute is narrow where it is exactly on

the cylinder (Supplementary Figure S4E). Thus, the energy reduces

in the sponge location to ≈17%.

On 8T/10, the typical-asymmetric von-Karman vortex street

was detected downstream the synthetic sponge with no suction/

pumping discharge (Figure 13B). The shedding vortex street was

not observed. Since the cylinder height-to-diameter ratio is 2, the
Frontiers in Marine Science 13
transient flow condition prevents the boundary layer development

(Wang and Lam, 2019). The synthetic sponges’ suction also

prevents the streamlines’ separation downstream. Consequently,

von-Karman vortex street was not detected in scenarios M-2 to M-

5. Hence, the synthetic sponge cannot affect the momentum

transfer by vortex shedding in wave-induced currents. The

momentum increase is advocated for the outflow jet, which

causes the effluent cloud jet in the water column. Nevertheless, it

is anticipated that, in the current environments with a developing
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FIGURE 13

SurfaceLIC of velocity magnitude for 7T/10 and 8T/10 at Z/h = 0.2 and -8 ≤ X/D ≤ 8 for (A, B) M-1, (C, D) M-2, (E, F) M-3, (G, H) M-4, and (I, J) M-5.
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FIGURE 12

SurfaceLIC of velocity magnitude for 3T/10 and 5T/10 at Z/h = 0.2 and -8 ≤ X/D ≤ 8 for (A, B) M-1, (C, D) M-2, (E, F) M-3, (G, H) M-4, and (I, J) M-5.
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boundary shear layer and by increasing the Re number downstream

of the sponge, shedding occurs, and momentum transfer improves

through laterals.
6 Conclusion

The current study introduced a synthetic sponge based on the

natural tubular sponge’s physical shape and living mechanism. In

this regard, the effects of suction/pumping function on regular wave

hydrodynamics were investigated. The results obtained through this

study can be summarized as follows:
Fron
• The results confirmed that, with the shielding effect of the

pumping mechanism and the specific physical shape of the

synthetic sponge, they have a superior ability to reduce the

wave transmission coefficient. In addition, they have higher

TKE near the free surface, just the same as flexible

vegetation. However, the swing motion of the outflow jet

and the generation of CRVP is the reason for increasing the

shear stress on top of the synthetic sponges.

• The surfaceLIC also provides worthy information about

how the sponge shape and mechanism influence the wave

breaks, run-up, vortices configuration, and diffraction

phenomena. As was observed, the increase of the

pumping discharge to 600 L/h transforms the quadrupole

into a six-vortices type in the cross-section. Therefore, not

only the vertical but also the lateral momentum transfer

occurs in the sponge location.

• With the chute–jet phenomenon, the diffraction and

creation of a low-velocity zone in the shadow regions

show the breaking wave due to the sponge’s suction/

pumping and perforation body. The results also

confirmed that, by increasing the suction/pumping

discharge, the breaking point would be shifted from

downstream the structure to the close distance, and the

chute–jet changes its shape from wide to narrow, so using

just one sponge can reduce wave energy (about ≈17–21%).

• Based on what numerical modeling proved, the synthetic

sponge uses the positive characteristics of both rigid and

flexible vegetation. Its body and outflow jet act as a barrier

and damp the wave height. In addition, the outflow swings

by wave train. This enhances the vertical momentum

exchange in the water column. This ability is similar to

the flexible vegetation, which swings by wave and

adds chaos through the water column. Consequently,

momentum exchange enhances by the advection/diffusion

of the sponge’s outflow jet.
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This research program was focused on inspiring natural

sponges to make a simple and great device to control wave

hydrodynamics. Nevertheless, the lack of investigation of the

synthetic sponge’s physical shape on the regular wave is felt. This

will also be performed and reported in the near future.
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